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Abstract
Author Co-citation Analysis (ACA) has long been used as an effective method for identifying
the intellectual structure of a research domain, but it relies on simple co-citation counting, which does not
take the citation content into consideration. The present study proposes a new method for measuring the
similarity between co-cited authors by considering author's citation content. We collected the full-text
journal articles in the information science domain and extracted the citing sentences to calculate their
similarity distances. We compared our method with traditional ACA and found out that our approach,
while displaying a similar intellectual structure for the information science domain as the other baseline
methods, also provides more details about the sub-disciplines in the domain than with traditional ACA.

1. Introduction
Since Author Co-citation Analysis (ACA) was introduced in 1981 by White and Griffith, it has
been a key method used in bibliometrics research. ACA is used to identify, trace, and visualize the
intellectual structure of an academic discipline by counting the frequency with which any work of an
author is co-cited with another author in the references of citing documents (Bayer et al., 1990). The
primary goal of ACA is to identify the intellectual structure of a scientific knowledge domain in terms of

the groupings formed by accumulated co-citation trails in the scientific literature. The traditional ACA
process constitutes roughly the following six steps (McCain, 1990): 1) select authors, 2) retrieve cocitation frequencies, 3) compile a raw citation matrix, 4) convert it to the correlation matrix, 5) apply
multivariate analysis of the correlation matrix, and 6) interpret and validate the results.
However, existing ACA approaches do not focus on identifying the intellectual structure of a
target domain based on the citing content of the cited paper. They equally weight all citations without
considering the variation of citing content. For example, following two sentences are cited in the same
paper (White, 2003), but the purpose and the location of citing are different from each other.



“The first goal of ACA mapping is to epitomize a field of learning through meaningful
arrangements of its key authors’ names (White & McCain, 1989).”



“The Kamada-Kawai spring embedder in Pajek placed the nodes freely from a circular
starting position (Kamada & Kawai, 1989).”

The first sentence is to explain the general purpose of the ACA in the introduction section, and
the second sentence is in the methodology section to describe the usage of an layout algorithm for
network visualization. Though both citation sentences are located in the same paper, the citing purpose
and content in the paper are different from each other.
In this paper, we further extend the current author co-citation analysis method by incorporating
citing sentence similarity into citation counts. We use citing sentences to obtain the topical relatedness
between the cited authors instead of traditional author co-citation frequency, and citing sentence similarity
is measured by topical relatedness between two citing sentences. The basic assumption of this study is
that citations should be assigned different weights under different contents. Since sentences in the full-text
can describe the subject of an article at a more fine-grained level, using a sentence as a unit of analysis
can be used to reveal a specific latent structure of a discipline. We present a bottom-up approach to ACA

by mining full-text journal articles.
This paper was organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the topic. Section 2 outlines related
works, Section 3 presents the proposed methods. Section 4 analyzes the results and discusses the impact.
Section 5 concludes the article by pinpointing the limitations and future research.

2. Related Works
2.1. Author Co-citation Analysis
A citation reflects an author is influenced by the work of another author, but usually does not
explicitly indicate the strength or direction of that influence. Conventionally, it is assumed that each
reference makes equal contribution to the citing article. In Small’s study (1973) which first introduced cocitation analysis, the document co-citation analysis (DCA) quantifies the relationship between co-cited
documents with the assumption that more frequently co-cited documents exhibit greater co-citation
strength. After Small’s study, White and his colleagues analyzed and mapped the information science
domain using author co-citation analysis (White and Griffith, 1980; White and McCain, 1998).
Furthermore, White (2003b) adopted a new network algorithm Pathfinder Networks (PFNETs), and
demonstrated that PFNETs gave an advantage for ACA over other techniques in terms of computational
cost. ACA methods have been widely applied to many domains including information retrieval,
international management, strategic management, and e-leaning. (Acedo & Casillas 2005; Ding et al.
1999; Ma et al. 2009; Nerur et al. 2008; Zhao & Strotmann 2011; Chen & Lien 2011).
Some researches focused on the advancement of methodology for ACA. He and Hui (2002)
proposed a mining process to automate ACA based on the Web Citation Database. Their mining process
used the mining technique, agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC), for author clustering and
multidimensional scaling (MDS) for displaying author cluster maps. Chen et al. (2010) introduced a
multiple-perspective co-citation analysis method for characterizing and interpreting the structure and
dynamics of co-citation clusters. The multiple-perspective method integrates network visualization,

spectral clustering, automatic cluster labeling, and text summarization.
While most studies have applied the general steps and techniques of classic ACA to different
research domains with minor or no modifications, some studies have proposed new techniques to map
author clusters (White, 2003b) or to process co-citation counts statistically (Ahlgren, Jarneving, &
Rousseau, 2003). Persson (2001) attempted to compare first-author and all-author co-citation analysis
with a small set of Web of Science citation data. Zhao and Logan (2002) suggested that all-author cocitation is a better measure of the connectedness between authors than first-author co-citation. Zhao (2006)
compared the results of two different types of co-citation counting: first author co-citation versus all
author co-citation with full-text articles in the field of XML. Schneider et al. (2009) also compared the
first and all-author co-citation counting, and proposed the new matrix generation approach by extracting
all-author information from a corpus of full text XML documents. Eom (2008) compared the differences
of first-author counting and all-author counting for ACA to capture all influential researchers in a field.
Recently, Zhao and Strotmann (2011) introduced last-author citation counting and compared it with
traditional first-author counting and all-author counting.

2.2 Citation Content Analysis
While traditional ACA focused on quantitative measures, a few less prevalent studies
investigated the citation content. Tradition citation analysis is mainly quantitative (e.g. citation frequency)
and pays less attention to the actual content, while classical content analysis (CA) is essentially qualitative
(e.g. codebook categories) and rarely applied to citation data.
MacRobert and MacRobert (1984) dissected negative citations and concluded they are usually
disguised as perfunctory citations or citations combined with a positive description of the same work.
Giles et al. (1998) used citing context for enhancing bibliographic records which later led to CiteSeer. The
methodology developed to extract and represent citing sentences in CiteSeer is complex and requires a
significant computational effort. While it performs with decent accuracy as an online tool, CiteSeer does

not perform any analysis of citing sentences; it simply provides them to the user, allowing them make
their own inferences about the nature of the citation. On the other hand, McCain and Salvucci (2006) did
citation content analysis to understand “the diffusion of ideas in scholarly communication.” He et al.
(2010) built a context-aware citation recommendation system. This system not only recommended
citation related papers, but matched the recommendations to specific parts of the paper under analysis.
Citation content also has been proposed as a useful construct for classifying articles and
automatically generating abstracts or summaries of articles (Callahan et al. 2010). Nanba and Okumura
(1999) used reference areas (single or multiple sentence sections related to a citation) from multiple
papers to generate article summaries, extract the relationships described between papers, and classify
reference types or reasons for a citation. Nanba and Okumura (2005) used the same method to identify
survey or review articles, which contain a high proportion of citations that are considered influential or
related papers in a field. Nakov et al. (2004) coined the term citances to refer to citing sentences, or the
sentences that contain a citation, and their research indicated a number of functions citances can serve in
citation analysis. Teufel (2001) and Ritchie et al. (2006) demonstrated the use of text windows
(comparable to Nanba and Okamura’s references area) to assign index terms to articles and generate
summaries of articles that establish the relevance of an article to a subject area almost as effectively as
reading the entire article. Elkiss et al. (2008) introduced the application of collaborative citation
summaries, the set of all sentences that cite a document, and also considered the role of co-citation in
citation summaries. The most significant finding of their study for contextual co-citation is that “papers
co-cited in the same sentence tended to be more similar than papers co-cited in the same paragraph.”
Small (2010) used cue words extracted from the citing context, the text surrounding references, to identify
interdisciplinary links. The results showed that the citation contexts play a crucial role in interpreting
interdisciplinary links, and they are associated with the structure of the scientific map (Small, 2011). In
recent years, Zhang et al. (2012) proposed a new framework for Citation Content Analysis (CCA) for
syntactic and semantic analysis of citation content that can be used to better analyze the rich socio-

cultural context of research behavior. They proposed only procedures but did not report experiments.

2.3. Citation Proximity Analysis (CPA)
The growing interests in citation content extended to the study of citation location in the article
(e.g. same section or paragraph). In Citation Proximity Analysis (CPA), the proximity of citations in fulltext is used to calculate the Citation Proximity Index: the proximity among pairs of citations is examined
with the assumption that the strength of contextual co-citation in the same sentence is greater than
contextual co-citation in the same section of an article (Gipp & Beel, 2009).
Elkiss et al. (2008) found that papers co-cited “within the same sections, paragraphs, or
sentences are more similar to each other than papers co-cited at the article level.” Gipp and Beel (2009)
proposed a measure of citation proximity analysis to identify related work. They demonstrated the utility
of citation proximity for identifying potentially related works. Callahan and Hockema (2010) introduced
contextual co-citation analysis that is very similar to that of Gipp and Beel’s (2009) study. The main
difference between the two studies is that Callahan and Hockema (2010) used a discrete set of fixed
values to quantify proximity among citations while Gipp and Beel (2009) used the values that reflect the
structural complexity of the citing document. More recently, Liu and Chen (2011) investigated “the
effects of co-citation proximity on the quality of co-citation analysis” through experiments of co-citation
instances found in full-text scientific publications. The results showed that sentence-level co-citation
preserves the structure of the traditional co-citation network and forms a smaller subset of the entire cocitation. Recent research by Boyack et al. (2013) used normalized proximity for improving the accuracy
of co-citation clustering. They compared the results of the traditional co-citation clustering using only
proximity between reference pairs with their method and reported their approach increased the textual
coherence and clustering accuracy. Lu and Wolfram (2012) presented static and dynamic word-based
approaches using vector space model as well as a topic based approach based on Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) for mapping author research relatedness.

The major difference in our approach compared to other studies lies in our similarity measure
between cited authors. Previous studies use a single measurement such as quantitative (co-citation
frequency and proximity) or qualitative content. Since the citing sentences give us a better idea of why a
paper is cited in content, our approach incorporates rich contents of citation content into citation analysis
using citing sentences, as opposed to using citation frequencies for the similarity measure. We assert that
our approach reflects the sub-structure in domain analysis at a more granular level than provided with
other traditional ACA approaches.

3. Methodology
In this section, we provide details of a novel co-citation analysis using citing sentences. Citing
sentences in a scientific article may contain information about the cited research and cited authors’
research area. Previous work has shown the importance of citing sentences in scientific domains to be
used for quantitative analysis of textual relationships with the potential applications in summarization and
information retrieval (Elkiss et al., 2008; Nakov et al., 2004). As far as we know, this is the first research
that utilizes the contents of citing sentences in determining the relationship between the authors
referenced. Citing sentences could be an important factor in ACA. Therefore, our approach of
incorporating citing sentences into co-cited relations (co-citation strength) among authors in ACA is a
novel extension to the traditional ACA.

Whereas traditional ACA uses co-citation frequency for author

counting, our approach uses the citing sentence similarity to consider topical relatedness (citation content).
To evaluate our new method, we applied it to the information science domain from the point of view of
comparison, which has been widely studied (White & McCain, 1998; Zhao & Strotmann, 2008; Chen et
al., 2010). One of the important tasks for this analysis is to extract the citing sentences. For our analysis,
we chose the Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology (JASIST), which is
considered the most prominent journal in information science, and the full-text papers containing citation
sentences were collected. To extract the citing sentences in a full-text article, we made use of the specific

APA citation style, adopted in JASIST and specified in the html syntax. For factor analysis and other
preprocessing tasks, we used R (http://www.r-project.org) as the statistical programing language and
Gephi (Bastian et al., 2009) as the visualization tool.

3.1. Data Collection
The datasets used in this study were gathered from 1,420 full-text articles in the JASIST digital
library and Web of Science over 10 years (from January 2003 to June 2012). The datasets collected
consist of two data categories, the full-text data and bibliographic metadata. The 1,420 collected
documents have 60,068 references. The number of collected articles was 1,436. However, 16 articles did
not include citation links in the html file and had different citation styles like a square bracket style. These
were excluded from the analysis. We extracted the following elements from the full-text article to form a
citation index: 1) cited authors (in author order) in the cited document, 2) the title of the cited articles or
books, and 3) citing sentences.

3.2. Extending the Traditional Procedure
Since our approach is based on extracting citation information from citing sentences found in
full-text articles, we need to extend the traditional ACA procedure. Fig. 1 outlines this extension of ACA.
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Fig. 4. An example of sentence vectors.

As shown in Fig. 4, the similarity of 0.623 is based on the sentence vectors converted from the two
example sentences in Fig. 3 after stemming and removing stop words (see the bold text in Fig. 3). In the
case of no commonly shared words in two citing sentences, the similarity value is 0. For authors who are
cited in the same paper, if there are no commonly shared words in the citing sentences, they are not
treated as being co-cited. Thus, with our approach, high similarity values are assigned to authors who
share similar citing sentences, which is different from existing approaches. In the situation where the
same author is cited multiple times in the paper, it produces multiple values of the sentence similarity of
the author, and we assign the maximum value to the similarity.

The rationale for this is to compare with

citation frequency-based values that are counted 1 as the default adopted by traditional ACA and to
identify which citation in reference has the highest impact on the citing paper. After all, we accumulate
the similarity values which are assigned to the pair of authors.
On the other hand, the similarity between the authors cited in the same sentence is 1 if all the words
contained in the same sentence are equally applied to all authors in the sentence. Fig. 5 shows the
distribution of citing sentence similarity values over the collected data. Although authors are co-cited in
the same paper, their content similarity is low. Most of sentence similarity values are below 0.5 (91.4%).
The proportion of the sentence similarity for authors who are cited in the same sentence is 7.9%
(similarity value is 1).
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To compare traditional ACA and content-based ACA, we chose the same set of 100 authors.
Since only 63 authors appeared in top 100 ranks in both traditional ACA and content-based ACA, we
merged the entire set of authors and selected top 100 authors by citation frequency.
The author co-cited similarity matrix is converted to the author correlation matrix (Pearson’s
correlation matrix) for multivariate analysis to identify the sub-disciplines. The reason for using Pearson’s
correlation matrix is two-folds: 1) many ACA studies have used it (White, 2003a; Zhao & Strotmann
2007), and 2) we want to use normalized matrix as input for factor analysis. We also ran the cosine
normalization method used in Ahlgren et al.’s study (Ahlgren, Jarneving, & Rousseau, 2003) and found
the results to be very similar to the results gained by Pearson correlation matrix. Finally, as in the
traditional ACA, we conduct factor analysis. For network analysis, we visualize the co-citation matrix
using a line (edge) connecting two items (author as nodes) represents a co-citation link. The thickness of a
line is proportional to the strength of co-citation. The color of the nodes represents the topic areas that are
the results of modularity (Newman, 2006) which is used to measure how modular a network is.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Basic Statistics
Table 1 shows the basic statistics of extracted authors. The total numbers of distinct authors in
our dataset is 22,913 and 32,095, respectively. The traditional ACA counting method uses only the first
author of references and the content-based ACA considers all-authors counting. The content-based ACA
excludes the author that is only cited in references and not in the body of the full-text. These authors , the
very small proportion, are not detected during the process of extracting citing sentences, and the value of
the sentence similarity is 0.

Table 1 Comparison of the number of author.
Traditional ACA

Content-based ACA

The number of authors

22,913

32,095

The number of pairs

1,032,828

1,376,116

Table 2 lists the top 10 scientists drawn from these three methods in information science. These
highly cited authors define two main research fields of JASIST, information retrieval (defined by Gerard
Salton and Amanda Spink) and bibliometrics (defined by Eugene Garfield and Loet Leydesdorff).
Citation frequencies of the authors in Table 2 are at least more than 100 times and are used to rank the
authors in the Table. Of the top 10 authors, 5 authors (shown in bold) are found in both ACA methods but
are not listed in the same priority order. One interesting observation is that traditional ACA counting
identifies only well-known authors in traditional areas of Library and Information Science. Overall,
citation frequencies in the all-author counting approach in content-based ACA are bigger than in
traditional ACA. However, the authors at 1st and 2nd rank (Salton and Garfield) in content-based ACA
have lower citation frequencies than ones in traditional ACA. This is caused by the authors who do not
have the sentence similarity values. In fact, the citation frequencies by the simple all-author count method
are 183 for Salton and 173 for Spink.

Table 2 Top 10 authors based on citation frequency.
Rank

Traditional ACA

Content-based ACA

1

G. Salton (178)

G. Salton (156)

2

E. Garfield (157)

A. Spink (147)

3

A. Spink (133)

R. Rousseau (145)

4

B. Cronin (126)

T. Saracevic (142)

5

L. Leydesdorff (126)

E. Garfield (139)

6

M. J. Bates (123)

P. Ingwersen (130)

7

L. Egghe (118)

H. Chen (124)

8

T. Saracevic (110)

L. Leydesdorff (124)

9

H. D. White (110)

A.F.J Van Raan (113)

10

N. J. Belkin (108)

H.F. Moed (110)

We selected the top 100 highly cited authors and built raw co-citation frequencies matrices.
The resulting matrices were converted to Pearson’s r correlation matrices that were in turn used as input
to factor analysis.

4.2. Factor Analysis
Factor analysis is widely used in ACA to find latent structures buried in the mapping results.
Traditionally, major factors in ACA are interpreted as research specialties (White & McCain, 1998). Zhao
and Strotmann (2008) identified 11 specialties based on 120 most-cited authors in 2001-2005. They
manually labeled these specialties by examining each specialty’s member. Determining the number of
specialties is a key issue in a co-citation analysis (Chen et al., 2010). In factor analysis, an oblique
rotation was chosen because it is often more appropriate than an orthogonal rotation when it is expected
theoretically that the resulting factors would in reality be correlated (Hair, et al., 1998), and the
eigenvector is used for selecting the number of factors. If the eigenvalue is 1 or greater, the eigenvector is
treated as common, which is known as the Kaiser rule (Kaiser, 1960).
Table 3 presents the factor analyses extracted from traditional ACA and content-based ACA
matrices along with their model fits. It shows that the model fit is very good in both ACA methods, i.e.,
each account for over 81% of the variations in the highly aggregated author co-citation matrix. For
example, a factor analysis of the traditional ACA co-citation matrix resulted in a 10-factor model, which
explains 81.5% of total variance.

Table 3 The Result of factor analysis.

Input co-citation matrix

# of factors

Total variance explained

Traditional ACA

10

0.815

Content-based ACA

22

0.884

Content-based ACA produces a slightly better model fit than others when it uses many factors. It
is apparent that there is a huge difference between the factor solutions within these two ACA methods.
The results of traditional and content-based ACA methods are similar to a study done by Zhao (2006)
which observed that a smaller set of factors explained the majority of variance in the dataset, and
supported the assumption that the latent structures in the dataset are more explicable and visible. In our
study, the factor solution shows similar results as those of Zhao’s for the traditional ACA method and reenforces Zhao’s findings through the content-based ACA results.
In the traditional ACA, 10 factors explain 81.5% of variance. In the content-based ACA method,
22 factors explain 88.4% of variance in the matrices and first 10 factors explain about 60.2% of variance.
Although the factor structure is relatively weak with less total variance explained, this result can be
interpreted as the information science domain consists of a sub-disciplines and there are more factors that
influence the factor structure than the first 10 factors.
To identify more specific sub-disciplines as specialties in the research field, we use factor
labeling through extracting keywords from the authors’ paper titles. To extract keywords that represent
factors, we collected paper titles of the top 100 authors from the reference list and extracted keywords that
frequently appear in titles. These keywords were used to determine which factor is related to which
subfield. The words such as “science”, “research”, “analysis”, “approach”, “information”, and “study” are
removed to better detect specialties.

Table 4 Factor labels, number of authors, highest loadings.
FL
Number
F1

Factor
Information retrieval

F2

Information seeking behavior

F3

Interactive information retrieval,
relevance feedback
Language model, query,
clustering
Classification algorithms

F4
F5
F6
F7

Information seeking behavior,
contextual approach
Text mining, machine learning

F8

User interface

F9

User acceptance of information
technology
Digital library, data mining

F10
F11
F12

Information retrieval, information
usage
Information systems

F13

Electronic Journal, open access

F14

Domain analysis, information
behavior
Multimedia information retrieval

F15
F16

Evaluation indicator, index

F18

Webometrics

F19

Visualization, mapping

F20

Journal indicator, evaluation

F21

Scholarly communication

F22

Journal citation analysis,
interdisciplinarity
Network analysis

F24

34

13

Sentence similarity
No. of
Highest
authors
loading

1.001

1.040

16

1.202

6

1.222

10

0.967

2

1.060

4

1.022

6

1.016

4

0.882

3

0.731

2

0.832

1

1.108

1

0.823

4

0.832

1

0.987

3

0.916

2

0.943

1

0.703

Bibliometrics

F17

F23

First-author counting
No. of
Highest
authors
loading

Bioinformatics

15

1.102

12

1.058

9

1.070

6

1.057

5

1.012

7

0.767

2

0.897

5

0.934

15

1.025

4

0.917

2

0.788

3

0.963

1

0.674

1

1.110

Table 4 shows the 24 different factor labels found in the papers of the top 100 authors. It
analyzed for each ACA method how many authors were associated with a label and what was the highest
loading. Three coarse-level sub-disciplines revealed by factor analysis for the information science domain
are information retrieval (F1), bibliometrics (F16), and bioinformatics (F24), which are displayed in Table
4 in order of relevancy based on our data. Information retrieval and bibliometrics are the major subdisciplines and are drawn from the traditional ACA factor labels (see bold rows in Table 4). In these subdisciplines, traditional and content-based ACAs identified 56 authors and 57 authors for information
retrieval respectively. Traditional ACA methods identified 43 authors in the bibliometrics sub-discipline
and 42 authors in content-based ACA. There is an author who moved from the different top-level subdiscipline by the content-based ACA method than in the other method. Ronald E. Rice belongs to the
factor of information retrieval in the traditional ACA method, but in the content-based ACA method, he
belongs to the factor of bibliometric. The major research field of Rice is scholarly communication which
is more relevant to bibliometrics. This indicates that the content-based ACA method reflects the research
field of an author more accurately than the traditional ACA method does. In some cases, as in
bibliometrics, many of these were classified in a higher sub-discipline rather than a more detailed factor
label. This supports Zhao’s results (2006).
With respect to information retrieval, most of authors belong to information retrieval, and factors
related to language model, query, and clustering (F4) and factor related to user interfaces (F8) appear in
both methods consistently. In particular, with respect to the factor label related to “language model, query,
and clustering”, all 10 authors belonging to the factor in the content-based ACA method also belong to the
factor in the traditional ACA methods. In the traditional ACA, the factor of user interface, Jakob Nielsen,
Ben Shneiderman and Fred D. Davis are belonging the factor of user interfaces. In the content-based ACA
method Nielsen and Shneiderman, the representative researchers in the field of user interface, are
included and the factor splits to another factor (F9) which includes Fred D. Davis.
With respect to the factor of general information retrieval, it is observed that the sentence

similarity method consists of factors of various sub-disciplines of information retrieval. It should be also
noted that the only traditional ACA method factor label that is not used by sentence similarity is the
generic sub-discipline, “information retrieval”. In general, content-based ACA method discovered new
sub-disciplines within information retrieval and bibliometrics which were used to distribute authors with a
finer granularity. For instance, in traditional ACA method there was a factor label defined as “text mining,
machine learning (F7)” which contained 6 authors (Dumais, S., Joachims, T., McCallum, A., Sebastiani,
F., Witten, I.H., and Yang, Y). When content-based ACA factor labels are generated, this label still exists
with only 4 authors (Joachims, T., McCallum, A., Sebastiani, F., and Yang, .Y.) but the other label is
created called “digital library, text mining (F10)” and it contains one authors (Witten, I.H). Susan Dumais
and Hao Chen are located in another factor label defined as “classification algorithms”.
Another interesting characteristic in factors is that both Marcia J. Bates and Birger Hjørland
belong to the one “Domain analysis, information behavior” factor. Both authors belong to the factor of
information retrieval in traditional ACA method, but Bates and Hjørland have an exchange in the pages of
JASIST about nature of information science. The reason that these two researchers belong to this factor is
because they are frequently co-cited in the citing sentences although the particular research interests of
both researchers are different. Therefore, sentence similarity method supports the identification of
associations between authors based on content similarity of the citing sentences. A similar pattern is
observed with the factor of bibliometrics with webometrics (F18) and network analysis (F23) factors
being found in both methods. Again, the content-based ACA method generates more factors representing
sub-disciplines than the other two methods but it is interesting to note that traditional and content-based
ACA methods have some common comparisons.
The bioinformatics and statistic topic areas did not show any sub-disciplines, most likely due to
the small number of co-cited authors. Note that bioinformatics is not in the scope of JASIST. In the
bioinformatics factor, Don Swanson is the only author that appears in a different factor in both methods.
In the traditional ACA method, Cohen belongs to general information retrieval factor, but in the content-

based ACA method, it is observed that he is also cited together with Cohen’s kappa as evaluation
coefficient that is related to machine learning.

4.3. Network analysis
4.3.1 Author co-citation network structure
To examine whether there are structural differences in two ACA methods, we built the author cocitation network by the list of authors who received more than one co-citation count (Fig. 11 and 12). In
the case of network mapping by the total number of authors regardless of co-citation count, 70.2% of the
authors have one co-citation count for the traditional ACA method and 69.3% in the content-based ACA
method. In addition, there are a number of authors who do not belong to main three topics (information
retrieval, bibliometrics, and bioinformatics). This makes it difficult to identify the outstanding structure of
the fields. Therefore, in the case of assigning edge weights based on frequency for traditional ACA
method, we map authors who have more than a weight of 5. In case of the content-based ACA method,
because edge weight is relatively lower than the traditional ACA method, we map authors with similarity
of two or higher. 1,099 authors and 2,457 authors are selected in the traditional ACA and the contentbased ACA methods respectively. For the node size on the network, node weight is calculated by degree
centrality. In addition, we used the modularity algorithm optimized on large network (Blondel et al., 2008)
for clustering that was designed to measure the strength of division of a network into modules (or clusters,
communities).
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cluster (A) in Fig. 6 shows sub-disciplines such as traditional library science, knowledge management,
and library management. These sub-disciplines are formed as a distinct cluster that is differentiated from
main JASIST components (e.g., information retrieval and bibliometrics). Fig. 7 shows the map of the
content-based ACA method. Compared with Fig. 6 more clusters are spread out over the map.
Cluster (B) that is located in the lower part in Fig. 7 was not identified in Fig. 6. The subdiscipline “text mining” was spun off as an independent cluster. Cluster (C) is related to user behavior
analysis and Cluster (D) is about social network analysis.
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information seeking behavior (light blue) located in the right side of the network and 2) language model
and query cluster (yellow) located in the lower part of the network. Unlike Fig. 8, a cluster that is related
to machine learning and classification is located in the above center of the network as an independent
cluster. In addition, user interface (green) is located in the left side of information seeking behavior which
is similar with the factor analysis result.
The following observations also seem to be well reflected compared to the other two results: 1)
author relation in the citation context is revealed by factor analysis, 2) the relationship between Bates and
Hjørland shows a finer granularity and indicates a bridge between the two main fields (bibliometric and
information retrieval), and 3) the cluster that Rice belongs to is actually a separate smaller discipline that
utilized techniques from one field (information retrieval) but overlaps the other (bibliometrics).

Table 5 ACA network statistics.
Traditional ACA

Network Diameter

Content-based ACA

Overall ACA Map

Top 100 Authors

Overall ACA Map

Top 100 Authors

(Fig. 6.)

(Fig. 8.)

(Fig. 7.)

(Fig. 9.)

8

8

15

8

Graph Density

0.010

0.274

0.002

0.115

Clustering Coefficient

0.545

0.819

0.413

0.672

Average Path Length

3.349

2.871

4.612

3.495

Table 5 illustrates the basic statistics of the co-citation networks. Overall, the traditional ACA
network shows more comprehensive network structure than content-based ACA does. This is attributed to
the calculation of graph density and clustering coefficient of the traditional ACA network are larger than
the content-based ACA’s. That is, these diameters reveal that the proposed content-based ACA network is
somewhat sparse and is split into sub-components contrary to the traditional ACA network.
Consequently, these results show that our approach is more appropriate to reveal the substructure in domain analysis at a more detailed level than traditional approaches and also enables us to
identify a large number of sub-disciplines.

5. Conclusion
Although ACA has proven to be an effective method for eliciting a bird’s eye view of the
intellectual structure of a research field, there are certain limitations to ACA as with any methodology.
Recent research attempts have been made to seek better alternatives to some or all of its classic
components. The present study contributes to this research trend. This study examines a novel
methodology measuring the similarity between two cited authors in a research paper using citing
sentences in the full-text. We introduced the content-based ACA method, and compared traditional ACA
method in the information science field by using the electronically available issues of JASIST, a key
journal in the information science field.
The results of the experiment show that citation ranking is sensitive to different types of citation
counting, especially between traditional ACA and content-based ACA. However, overall these two
methods produced maps that share similar patterns, but many differences were observed at the detail level.
With respect to the structure of network, a clear distinction by the content-based ACA method exists
between traditional ACA. The results show the content-based ACA method reveals more specific subject
fields than the traditional ACA. The main difference from traditional approach and content-based ACA
method is that we use citing sentences (citation content) as the unit of analysis. This in turn enables us to
reflect the topical relatedness (citation content) in citation analysis more precisely and thus allows for
more specific domain analysis. From the macro perspective, in addition to finding of authors who are
subjectively related, it becomes useful to identify the context of author co-citation by analysis of citing
contents in a precise manner. The results of factor analysis affirm that our method is more suitable for
identifying the sub-structure in domain analysis at a more detailed level than current approaches.
Although this study proposes a novel method of ACA, there is still much work to be done. The
values of the simple cosine similarity measure we use range between 0 and 1. However, the values are
either close to 0 or are exactly 1. For example, if an author cited exactly the same sentence, then the value

of the similarity is 1. In other words, the authors in the same sentence are most similar in the paper, and
these authors receive highly weighted values. To gain more specific and accurate structure, we need to
adjust or normalize these similarity values.
Nevertheless, our results indicate that citing sentences are considerably useful for traditional
ACA because they help discover the essential structural components of the corresponding traditional cocitation network. The methods proposed in this paper extracted citing sentences from HTML-formatted
full-text articles, and they can be used as an adequate method for the study of ACA in information science
and any other fields. We expect that this method provides rich interpretability by revealing the detailed
structure in a research domain. These findings also help improve an understanding of citation content that
may influence the outcome of co-citation analysis.
As a future study, we plan to include other key conferences in the field of information science
such as Information Processing and Management and Journal of Informetrics to map a broader picture of
the field. In addition, we will take into consideration the citation position (proximity) alongside citation
content with the underlying assumption that the closer the citations are the more assimilated. In
conducting the present study, we observed that citing sentences in the Introduction section tend to have
multiple citations. Also, since the citation position provides richer contexts for the reason for citation, it is
worth further investigating the impact of the citation position in ACA.
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